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mation and feedback from the bidding contrac-

on new systems that will be completed before the

tors to determine what elements were driving

contractors can complete the roadway and lay the

the costs above the original engineers estimate.

asphalt. As you might imagine, there are time and

(For example, grates surrounding the tree bases

coordination risks for the construction companies

along the roadways proved to be of a particular-

reflected in their bids on the project.

ly expensive design available from only one vendor – this spec was broadened to include a more

The good news in this rather lengthy beginning

widely available design, potentially saving hun-
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dreds of dollars per tree grate).

more in analyzing the bids of each of the companies
involved, and made the proposal for the project
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better.

the bidding contractors because of the complexity of working with multiple companies to lay

Thanks for your patience now and later, as we actu-

the utility infrastructure underneath the new

ally begin the construction this spring. The project

streets. College Place, unlike many towns in

will be constructed over the next two construction

Eastern Washington, has multiple providers of

seasons, with the project completion to occur in the

the same services (you can choose Columbia

fall of 2016.

REA or Pacific Power, for example as your electricity company in many areas of our city) and all

CARS project updates are available on the

of these companies must coordinate their work
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